NO Alms for Exelon’s Corporate Welfare Bailout! Exelon’s nuclear bailout Legislation would:
COST ratepayers $250 Million per year (or more) for 6 years, NOT guarantee nuclear plants
stay open or jobs not be lost, KILL future of renewable energy/ energy efficiency programs in
Illinois. Want more radioactive nuclear waste?

What you can DO!:
Contact:
• Governor Bruce Rauner
  (312) 814-2121
• House Speaker Michael Madigan
  (217) 782-5350
• Senate Pres. John Cullerton
  (773) 883-0770
The Message: Say NO to Exelon!
• NO bailouts for Exelon’s aging, money losing reactors
• Fix the Renewable Portfolio Standard
• Enact a “just transitions” program for reactor communities and displaced workers;
• Enact strong reactor decommissioning laws

Contact: NUCLEAR ENERGY INFORMATION SERVICE, www.neis.org, neis@neis.org, (773)342-7650
If this legislation is REALLY about low-carbon energy, then follow the RULES!
The “2 X 4 Rule” of Fighting Climate Disruption:

The “2” major constraints (we’re short of BOTH):
- Time
  - Money

The “4” Rules of Operation-- An energy source MUST:
- Remove the most amount of carbon...
  - In the quickest time...
- At the lowest cost possible...
  - Without creating, substituting or worsening equally planetary threatening, environmentally damaging, socially unjust or unacceptable alternatives (like nuclear proliferation, terrorism, war, waste, etc.)

Nuclear Power FAILS all of these conditions.
NO bailout for Exelon’s uneconomic, renewables-killing nukes!
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